DISCLAIMER ADULT
Name and Surname _________________________________date of birth ____________________ place of birth____________________________

Complete address ________________________________________________________Country __________________________________________

Telephone number ________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________________________

I.D. number/license ______________________________n°__________________ Release date____________________ .

DECLARES
1.To authorize the completion of test and usage of kart or motorbikeand to make their own all the previous and following statements, exempting Bioitalia
Spa from any liability.
2.After checking the kart track in all the public areas and also the regulation listed below, declares to own the following points exempting the Bioitalia Spa
from any and all liability, and declares:
i. to be in a good physical fitness, and not under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medication;
ii.to not to have impediments or physical illnesses that might affect the ability to drive;
iii. to agree and to comply with the rules of kart track, of which the undersigned has read and follow the instructions givenby the staff of the
kart track, ask to enter the track for free practices in the following days:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

date
date
date
date
date
date
date

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________
n. bracelet_________________

3.Being fully aware that the circulation on kart track is on my own risk, any demand about damage could result to the undersigned and to all the assets
used (kart and motorbike included), considering the kart and motorbike and track usage, and being fully aware that BIOITALIA SPA are fully not involved
in any damage to people or assets due to circulation in and out kart track even if caused by third party and exempt BIOITALIA SPA from any responsibility
or claim about , from now disclaiming;
4.Fully accept and comply with the kart track regulation here attached;

HAVING STATEDTHAT
The undersigned in the mentioned quality, considering the assumptions and the regulation part of own statement and commitments, asks to accede to
Adria Karting Raceway based in Adria, Località Smergoncino 7, in order to carry out a free practice non-competitive and declares:
A) Being fully aware that the access authorization request concerns only the right to use, non-exclusive and at the same time with other users and groups,
the track for the duration of the free practice, without obligation on the part of Bioitalia SPA based Adria in Loc. Smergoncino 7, to prepare service or
light-signaling with flags, the medical service and fire.
B) To have personallyverify the general condition of the track.
C) To be fully aware of the current regulation on the track duringthe free practice and undertake to comply with the Regulation and any additional
provisions that may be issued during the tests by Bioitalia SPA or employees and / or associates
D) To assume any responsibility for the damage, physical and / or financial caused to Bioitalia SPA or to any third party because of failing to observe the
Rules of the kart track and the Rules of ordinary care and prudence.
E)To be fully aware of performing a dangerous activity and agree to all of the risks and declaring to be in good health and to have all the required and valid
permission allowingto drive.
F)To exonerate BIOITALIA SPA from any responsibility for every physical or financial damage could derivate to the undersigned or the vehicle by myself
driven (even if possessed by third party, guaranteeing BIOITALIA SPA from any claim from a third party owner) or third party, by performing the activity
and not being result of BIOITALIA SPA fraud.
G)To exonerate as well BIOITALIA SPA for every physical or financial damage could arise by third party, as well as every other case not directly imputable
to BIOITALIA SPA.
H) To assume that BIOITALIA SPA, in case of accident, will provide as soon as possible, without any responsibility or commitment regarding the operation
timeliness, in interrupting the traffic starting up the kart track, removing any obstruction that could bar they normal trial activity, without guaranteeing
any continuation.
I) To undertake full attention in what happens on the kart track in order to notice any obstruction, as well report it to other pilots and the Kart
Management.
L) That the vehicle driven by the undersigned is perfectly fit for the trial and that the undersigned has the psycho-physical aptitude to drive it, to address
it and support the safe running of the free practice/test. The Management can decide if the undersigned is eligible in driving the vehicle anytime.
M) This declaration is valid for all uses of the track, in the case of the registrant to issue cards for more events.
N) Acknowledge that Bioitalia Spa could film with the installed devices the track traffic and out off the kart track, the undersigned recognize that these
are made only for security reasons, and that they are not available for the driver. The driver can not have any right on filed pictures and film because they
are kept for the public authority only, as well as they can be used by BIOITALIA SPA as proof of evidence against the driver.
O) Authorizes the publication of their images by Bioitalia Spa for the purposes of publication on the website for advertising purposes or for marketing
purposes related to the activities of Bioitalia Spa. It also prohibits the use in contexts that can compromise personal dignity and decorum. The use of
images as a whole, are understood to be free of charge and no claim can be required in the future.
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P) The declaration, as well as every other commitment are governed by the Italian law.
Any claim regarding or linked with the kart track, exercise practice or interpretation, execution, validity or effectiveness of this disclaimer will be devolved
to Roma Court.The undersigned fully agree with and in particular letter A-B-C-D-E-F-G-L.
Fully aware, I consent to the processing of personal data pursuant to Legislative Decree 196/2003.

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR THE HEALTH EMERGENCY PHASE FROM COVID-19 - VALID UNTIL DIFFERENT WRITTEN
PROVISION
Q) To be aware that Bioitalia Spa allow the provision of board and lodging services to the teams and companies that use the system for
conducting tests on the track, since they are business guest rooms and canteens and which are not public access to the plant is granted at
this stage.
R) To be aware and to have taken note that BIOITALIA SPA have complied with all the provisions of the law for the contrast and containment
of the COVID 19 virus and to commit myself to equip myself with personal protection tools (masks and gloves in accordance with the law).
Not to have had symptoms related to COVID 19 infection including body temperature greater than 37.5, cough, fatigue, myalgias, diarrhea,
anosmia, ageusia in recent weeks. Not having had risky contacts with people who have been infected with
coronaviruses (family members, workplace, etc.). To comply with all the regulatory provisions and the rules imparted by them for the prevention
of the spread of contagion and the safe use of the plant, posted in the various areas of the plant or even verbally imparted by the staff, aware
that their violation can lead immediate removal from the plant.

Adria (RO), there _________________ X___________________________________

The declarant expressly approves pursuant to art. 1341 and 1342 of the Civil Code and the current regulations, the premises nos. 1, 2, 3, as
well as the clauses in letters A (track use mode), B (state of the places), C (compliance with the regulations and instructions given), D
(unloading and assuming responsibility), E (dangerous activity ), FG (disclaimer of BIOITALIA SPA, H (driver's warranties and indemnities), I
(suspension of the test), M (state of the vehicle and psychophysical), N (validity of this deed for each entry) , OP (registration, use and
exploitation of the image and video footage), Q (disclaimer for theft and damage), R (applicable law, jurisdiction and competent court), QR
(temporary provisions for the emergency medical phase from Covid -19).

Adria (RO), there ____________________ X___________________________________
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